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Through customized workshops and seminars, KE&C inspires & educates with classes focused on
customer service, operations, HR fundamentals & leadership skills. The group environment
promotes collaboration & open dialogue, leading to deeper connections among colleagues.

• The 3 Pillars of Great Service

• The Fundamentals of Communication

• Building Rapport with your Clients

• Owning the Room: Managing the Customer
Experience

• Dealing with Difficult Customers

• Suggestive, Confident Selling

• Empathy: Communicating with Compassion

• Designing the Guest Experience

• Creating Your Service Culture

• Building Your Mission and Core Values

• Leadership Fundamentals

• Improving Your Leadership Presence

• P & L 101 and 102

• Work Smarter, Not Harder

• Feedback Fundamentals

• Public Speaking for Beginners

• Channeling Your Emotions at Work

• Effective Line-ups; Inspiration on the Fly

• Hiring for Hospitality

• Discipline & Termination

• Stop Micromanaging! Effective Delegation

Flexible enough to meet your team training
needs while respecting your team’s perpetual
time crunch, our seminars will be adapted to
your needs. Offered in 1 – 2 hour programs,
your staffers will find our seminars offer:

• An introduction to, or refresher of, key skills

• Inspiration for self-awareness

• An invitation to adopt new concepts

• A forum for group discussion

Customer Service Topics Leadership Topics

Seminars

Skills practice and deep coverage of service
and leadership topics are bedrocks of our half-
day workshops. Bringing your team together
for an immersive study of new concepts and
skills will allow:

• An in-depth exploration of topics

• Hands-on concept application

• Transformative behavioral change

• Individualized attention and skill practice

Workshops

TEAM TRAINING

Educate Your Team

All of our seminars & workshops may be customized to meet the specific needs
of your organization and all topics are offered in either format.


